Overwhelmed with finishing choices?
Need to update the weekend place?
Hosting an event and your home is seriously not ready?

That’s where Home Frosting interior design services come in . . .
From simple room edits to complete remodeling challenges, our design team employs both art and science to create
not just pretty rooms, but delicious sensory experiences. This means the end product is fresh, beautiful, feels great,
is in good taste, and has an intentional harmony that reflects your lifestyle and values. We provide a full range of
design, home styling and improvement services. Having transformed hundreds of homes, from a 28,000 sq. ft.
estate that required months of planning and design, to beach houses that need an update, we are here to lead and
manage your project.
Our goal is always to create rooms and environments that express our client’s personality and style, while
combining function, flow and comfort. We know home interior design and improvement projects can feel stressful.
I saw Karen on a local
morning show. I was so
impressed that I reached out
to her to help me put the final
touches on my home.
Karen is a very good listener
and she quickly grasps what
you are trying to accomplish.
She is very flexible and offers
you many options for your
new look at different price
points. Karen provided my
home with a fresh new look
and stayed within my budget.
It was a pleasure working
with a Karen and her team.
I proudly recommend Karen
& the Home Frosting team.

Our clients count on us because:
• They don’t have the time
• They lack the confidence in selecting and in managing all the pieces involved
with new construction or residential update design
• They’ve got a special event scheduled and feel their home is not ready to
entertain or host guests
• They are going through a life change, kids or spouse gone, or they recently
married and now have combined furnishings that need editing
• They need trusted trades people and material resources
Home Frosting can work on select elements of the project or can provide a
turn-key solution. From conceptual development, space planning, furnishing
selection and installation, art curation, project management, and execution of
the design vision, we get it done.

Suzanne Chawk

Let’s get started call 813-250-1730 ex 106 or email Karen@homefrosting.com
Homefrosting.com • home styling, staging and interior design

